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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Is the majority of the countries in the world today forming 
a permanent research desert, and can the remaining 

countries be seen as a small number of R&D oases? These 

are classic questions for any student of the global R&D 

situation. But the questions should be much more qualified 

before they can be answered. A useful analysis should in~ 

elude some important practical-political perspectives, 

seen from the view-point of changing relations between 

developing and developed c~untries. 

Here, the main analytical perspective is drawn from the 

north-south relationship, between more industrialized 

countries on the one'hand, and less industrialized coun

tries· on the other. In the discussion I w~ll be f9cusing 

on the less developed or so-called,developing countries 

and their relations with other groupings of countries. 

I do ·not adhere to those development theories, which are 

based on a purely nationalist approach, as if the neces

sary re-distribution of wealth and power in the world is 

to be solely between nations. On the contrary, today's de

velopment problems cannot be analyzed in full ·if they are 

isolated· from their global context and defined essentially 

only at the na.tional level. Technological and scientific 

development;are, in many of their aspects, global proces-

ses. 
1· . 

Of course, at the practical level the political actor is 

often relating to a national government, interested in a 

changed international framework, which can form the basis 

for a more controlled and guided interdependence. Major 

great reforms in these matters--with a few exceptions-

must take place at the national level even though the 

regional level of international relations can function 

as a partial substitute or, more often, a complement to 

the nation. 
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This chapter is not an attempt to analyze all aspects of 

technological dependence--far from it. Instead I am focus

ing on the extremely uneven distribution of R&D resources 

and the obviously most impprtimt way out: the building of 

an indigenous R&D capacity in all developing areas of the 

world. 

At present the concentration of research and experimental,

development (R&D) to a small number of highly industrial-iz
~ . ./ 

ed countries is one of the major features of global inequa-

. lity. Less than 3 per cent of the world's R&D expenditur~s 

and just 13 per cent of its R&D scientists and engineers 

are in the hands of the developing countries. Six nations 

(USA, USSR, Japan, the Federal.Republic of Germany, France, 

United Kingdom) employ nearly 70 per cent of the world's 

R&D manpower and spend nearly 85 per cent of R&D funds. 

The USA and ·the USSR alone account for more than· half of 

the total R&D expenditures.
2 

One of the consequences of the disproportion in the dis

tribution of R&D resources is a concentration of organized 

knowledge to.very limited sectors within the economies of 

_developing countries._The developing countries can do very 

little, if anything, if they do not secure a strong indige

nous R&D potential which is problemoricnted and· directed 

to all sectors of economic and social life. Othenvise the 

"modernized" sector and its innovative capabilities will-. . 
affect. only a marginal share of the population, restrain-

ing growth in this sector from a possible socio-economic 

development in the whole economy. 

· Ny per~onal vie\v is that "lithout this domestic R&D capa

bility developing countries have--in almost all situations 

of international competition--virtually no real choices. ~ 

continuing technological and scientific dependence on the 

developed countries in the final two decades of the 20th 

century is much more disturbing to social and economic 

evolution and deteriorating to national goals and ambitions 

than ever before. 
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In the past few years the developing·countries have called 

for a new international scientific and technological order, 

as an integrated part of a new international economic order, 

which--in turn--requires a change also in the major orien

tations of global R&D. The six countries mentioned above 

spend almost six times as much on military R&D than all 

developing countries spend on all types of R&D. Together 

they use a quarter of every R&D dollar in the world for mi

litary purposes. A decrease of only a few per cent in the 
* world's great armament arsenal could easily provide enough 

financial means to rectify the R&D situation of the develop

ing world. 

But the developed countries in the west are not eager for 

a real change in t~ese matters of international politics. 

" For all their indifference and lack of interest, \vestern 

governments expect some small modifications of the exist

ing economic order, and are even prepared in moderation_to 

pay for them; but they do not expect or intend them to make 

much difference." 3 

Retrospectively, international debates on the issues of 

development, technology and science have essentially sung 

to the same tunes--at l~ast when it comes to practical sug

gestions and propositions for change. This implies, unfor

tunately, that the situation fifteen years ago has_ not, up 

til1now, altered fundamentally. The same or similar dis

proportions remain between the centers of the capitalist 

world economy and its periphery. 

DISTRIBUTION OF R&D EXPENDITURES: THE PEID-lANENCE OF A 

NORTH-SOUTH TECHNOLOGY GAP 

70%--28%--2% remain the most cited figures, describing 

the international division of labour \·li thin world science 

and technology. Open up any UN document during the Second 

Development Decade and the developing countries are said 

.to account for 2 per cent of the world's R&D expenditures. 

70 per cent is spent by the United States of America and 

28 pe_r cent by the other market economies. This relation

ship ~as true, at least partially, in the first half of the 



Figure 1 

Distribution of R&D Expenditures (in million us dollars) among Developed Market Economies 

and a Sample.of Developing Countries, in 1963/64 and 1973. 
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1960's. The figures reflect the situation fifteen years 

ago. 

Moreover, the figures do not represent the whole world, 

neither· today nor at the ~ime of their presentation. The 

socialist countries at different levels of development are 

_not included, and R&D statistics did not exist, at that 

time, for a number of developed market economies and de

veloping countries. But, for a long time, these figures 

were the best available. 

In a reconstruction of ~he sample of countries _used for 

the 1963/64 UN estimate, I have found that the total R&D 

spending of the countries included was nearly ·29,000 mil

lion us dollars (in current prices)~ A decade later, in 

1973, the same sample of countries taken together spent 

about 63,500 million (also in current US dollars). Not 

only the magnitude has chc:mged in this ten year period. 

but also the relations, especially'within the sampled 

group of developed market economies. The United States' 

share has decreased to 50.7 %, while the others have in

creased to 4 6. 5 %. HO\•Iever, as shown in Figure 1, even 

though an increase in absolute spending on R&D has taken 

place in the sample of qeveloping countries, their rela

tive share is still very limited (2.8 %) • 

. . 
Before concluding that the north-south division of labour 

in R&D is rather static one should, first, .be reminded of 

the general '1-leakness of national R&D data, especially for 

international comparisons, due to unreliable sources and 

different definitions and methods ~n the processing of 

data. The data presented here are drawn from a study in 
2 

progress, which I hope to finish in 1979. 

Let us start with another global picture, based on national 

and international R&D data and, again, look at the world 

distribution of R&D expenditures (gross national expendi

tures on R&D /GERD/ summarized per region). It is sho~m in 

Table 1. 



Table 1 

Distribution of World R&D Expendit~es' among Major Regions and by Average Share of Gross National 

Product and per Economic Active Person, in 1973 

R&D Expenditures: 

-in mn US dollars -in % of -per EAP in·US -in % of GNP 
world totai dollars at· market prices 

WORLD Total 96,418 -100·. 0 66.4 1.97 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ,2, 770 2.9 3.0 0.35 
~ 

-Africa (excl South 298 0.31 2.8 0.34 
Africa) • 

-south and Middle 902 0.94 9.0 0.37 
America , 

-Asia (excl. Japan) 1, 571 1.63 • 2.1 0.34 

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 93,648 97.1 
., 

182.1 2.29 

.-Eastern Europe (incl. 29,509 30.6 160.0 3.82 
U.S.S.R.) 

-l'Testern Europe (incl. 21,418 22.2 .. 135 .1 1.55 
Israel and Turkey) 

-North America ·33, 716 ., 35.0 331.1 2.35 

-Other (incl. Japan, 
Australia) 9,005 9.3 129.8 1.76 

Source: Prel. data frqm the world R&D Survey (1978). Figures are rounded,. but percentages and 

other data are calculated' on the most detailed figures available. 

0'\ 
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If all countries with available R&D statistics are includ

ed in a world total, they spent about 96,400 millioJ US 

dollars.on research and experimental development in 1973. 

On the average the developing countries accounted for about 

three per cent of this sum.and the rest was spent by other 

countries, primarily in Europe and North America. 

l'lithin the developing world the African countries (with 

·:the exception of South Africa) used about ten per cent· 

of the R&D resources, calculated in US dollars. The Latin 

American countries. (incl. the Caribbean states) spent about 

a third, and the rest of the R&D expenditures was spent by 

the Asian countries (excl. Japan, Israel and Turkey). 

The more "developed countries, having about 97 per cent. of 

the world's R&D funds in 1973, are still the dominant spen

ders. It is fair to say that the enc-r:-,.:>us . gap between 

north and south in the mid-1960's ~as shrinked only slight

ly. At the same time the share of the global R&D funds, 

spent by the developing countries in 1963/64, would have 

been closer to one than to two per cent if all countries 

_had been included. Now, fifteen year later in the compari-
. . 

son, their share is about three per cent if the trend con-

tinues. The concentration of R&D expenditures to. the north 

remains. 

However, among the developed countries are a few more 

powerful spenders. The United States and the U.S.S.R. 

taken together accounted for more than fifty-eight per 

cent of the world's R&D expenditures in 1973. Together 

with the four other most important R&D nations--Japan, 

Federal Germany, France and the United Kingdom--these six 

countries consume about 83 per cent of all R&D dollars. 

In all, they use a quarter of.every R&D dollar in the 

.,.10rld for military technology and science. (In the com

ing World R&D Survey I will elaborate further on the major 

socio-economic objectives of R&D.) 

In sununing up and follmving a terminology of the 1960's 

in. g~ouping all count~ics into three "worlds", the Third 
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world spends nearly three per cent of the global R&D 

expenditures, and the Second 1\lorld (eastern Europe and 

the USSR) a little more than thirty per cent, and the 

First worid (all developed capitalist countries) the 

remaining two thirds. 

DISTRII3UTION or R&D MANPOI•IER: INDICATIONS, OF A FUTURE 

CHANGE 

Financial indicators used for international comparisons 

are always of somewbat questionable reliability. Less con

troversial are manpower statistics, although they too are 

~ubject to methodologic~l problems. In international R&D 

statistics it is often regarded as a qualitative step to 

go from R&D funding to the actual number of active resear

chers and other R&D manpov1er. I personally think that a 

more representative comparison can be made with manpower 

data. 

In fact, looking at the first two columns of Table 2, it 

is obvious that the previous R&D expenditure data seem: to 

underestimat,e the R&D effort in developing countries. Here, 

they have more -than twelve per cent of the world's scien

tists and engineers engaged in R&D, or 290 thousand of the 

world's 2.3 million researchers. Some time series £or the 

1960's seem to indicate that their share is growing. 

3/4 of the researchers in developing countries are active 

in Asian research and development, while about ten per 

cent· in Africa (excl. South Africa). The Latin Am~ricari 

countries, which account for the remaining share, have the 

highest average number of researchers per million econo

mically active population (460 rcsearchcrs/mn EAP) • 

If we broaden.the perspective to include the total R&D man

pm~er, i.e. all personnel working with R&D, the relations 

betv1een north and south shift slightly to the advantage 

of the latter. They have, foremost in Asia, a someHhat high

er number of technicians and other supporting staff per re

searcher than the developed countries have. 



Table 2 

Distribution of Researchers (R&D Scientists and Engineers) among Major Regions and per Million 

Economic Active Population, in 1973 

'\'10RLD Total 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

~Africa (excl. South Africa) 

-South and Middle America 

-Asia (excl. Japan) 

DSVELOPED COUNTRIES 

-Eastern Europe (incl·u.s.s.R.) 

-\·:estern Europe (incl Israel & Turkey) 

-North A:nerica 

-Other (incl Japan, Australia) 

Researchers (R&D Scientists and Engineers) : 

-total (000) -in % of World -per rnn EAP 
total 

2,279 

288 

28 

46 

214 

1,990 

730 

387 

548 

325 

100.0 

12.6 

1.2 

2.0 

9.4 

87.4 

32.0 

17.0 

24.1 

14.3 

1,570 

307 

271 
461 

292 

3;871 

3,958 

2,441 

5, 386 

4,687 

Source: Prcl. data from the i'lorld R&D Survey (1978). Figures are rounded, but percentages and 

other data are calculated with the most detailed figures available. 

~ 
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Before concluding with the laconic statement that about 

12·. 6 per cent of the world's researchers in 197 3 v1ere ac

tive in the developing countries and about 87.4 per cent 

in the developed, we should try--at least--to give an idea 

of the dynamics of the present situation. 

In all economic and social statistics there is the dilemma 

of stock and flow: what is to be measured? Which are the 

important trends of the present situation and the poten

tial in the flow of researchers in the world, especially 

in the developing countries? These questions are even more 

difficult and delicate to deal with than the description 

of the number of resea·rchers and other R&D manpower. 

In 1973, the base year for the R&D figures in this chapter, 

there were 4.6 million students graduating from universi

ties and other institutions of higher learning all over 

the world. 23 per cent of the third level graduates v1ere 

from the developing countries (not considering those who 

were foreign students in developed countries and ·excluding 

China because of lack of reliable statistics). The other 

77 per cent; or 3.6 million graduates, were in developed 

countries. Comparing these figures with the data on re

searchers will give a little more optimistic picture, seen 

from the developing countries. 4 

JVnong the twenty countries in the \'Torld with the highest 

total number of university graduates were seven develop

ing countries, namely India, Brazil, the Philippines, 

Bangladesh, the Democratic Republic of Korea, Egypt and 

Pakistan. Looking bach1ards it is possible to see a clear 

trend in the building of a relatively larger stock of 

highly qualified manpower, including scientists and engine

ers. The educational expansion has been relatively slower 

in the developed countries and so has the increase in the 

stock of researchers. Still, as we have seen earlier, the 

R&D scientists and engineers in these countries by far out

number those of the developing countries. 

Returning:to a relational indicator we have used earlier 

--economically active population--1-le also see a slightly 
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changing world picture. The number of third level students 

per million economically active varies from country to 

country, but several developing countries have high num

bers. Only the U.S.A., Canada, Israel and New Zealand have 

more students per million EAP than the Philippines, Leba

non, Argentina, Venezuela and Chile, or 54,500 to 48,050 

in.the latter five countries. This, again, underlines the 

present dynamics in the R&D situation on a global scale. 

THE ~ffiiN ISSUE: THE NECESSITY OF INDIGENOUS R&D CAPACITIES 

.IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The idea, often put forward in d~veloped countries, that 

·there are no real problems with the existing international 

distribution of R&D capabilities, is based on the false 

view that developing countries can--rather freely--draw 

upon technologies available from the developed countries. 

Even a brief look at the world trade in technology reveals 

that it is highly monopolized by the m'lners of technology 

(mostly large companies or multinational corporations), \-lho 

determine prices and, in many different ways, the use and 

further development of the technologies. The dependencies 

~ue to less-informed buyers lead to serious restrictions 

·on the national choices. for development. Those developing 

countries, that do not even have such a minimal R&D capaci

ty to be able to evaluate different technologies are, in a 

basic sense, in the hands of those who control the techno

logies.5 

.A national strategy based on the principles of self-reliance 

impliep a selective de-linking from the technological sys

tems emanating from the industrialized countries. The abi

~ity to use transferred technology as a starting point for 

further innovations depends, also, on the domestic scienti

fic capabilities. In fact, and judging from the examples at 

our disposal, there is no real alternative to building and 

further developing an effective indigenous R&D capacity. 

In a UN document of the Second Development Decade this dual 

. d "1' 1 6 
tech~ological strategy ~s un er ~nee : 
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" 'Far -- from being substitutes for each other, the 
· obtaining of technology from advanced countries and 

the building up of a scientific and technological 
·capacity are, in fact, compl emeJ;~tary. They must be 
pursued together, and in some relevant sense_the 
building up of an indigenous capacity is the primary 
task of the hm." 

I will not go into detail as to 1.-1hy a national science and 

technology capacity is. such an extremely powerful tool in 

development and in achieving national and other goals. It 

will be enough to look at the history of any of the more 

industrialized social formations in the world. Every in

dustrialized country has relied heavily on R&D and other 

forms of organized knowledge and stimulated innovation. I 

know of no single country in 1.-1estern Europe which has attain

_ed its position without an indigeno~s R&D capacity, even 

though the imports of tech~ology--in all its_many forms-

have been important • 

. Further, the problem.is not that of a capacity only. Need

ed is also a political commitment to research directly 

oriented to national needs. A more self-reliant R&D stra-

tegy should be complemented by control over crucial pro

cess~s of innovation, most notably in production technolo

gies. This includes an ability to reproduce and further 

develop those technologies especially essential for the 

elimination of poverty and, more important as a strategy, 

the construction of an equitable society. 

This, in brief, was a summary of what is usually under

stood by an indigenous R&D capacity. But I would like to 

go one step further. 

THE NEXT STEP: SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE AND GUIDANCE IN THE 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Even for the developing countries that have attained a 

minimal indigenous R&D capacity the external context of 

their economies presents important limitations to natio

nal action. But, more crucial are the internal problems 

of the economies, such as the general functioning, regu

lation and planning; innov~tive abilities at large, res-
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ponses not only to market demands but also to the real 

social and other needs of the majority of the population, 

etc. Being more and more integrated into the capitalist 

world economy does not leave room for many real choices, 

but there is certainly a Uandlungsspiclraum or freedom of 

action, even though it is usually severely limited. 

Ho~1ever, one important way of compensating for the struc

tural dependence (and certainly only to a limited extent) 

·is a development of capabilities to forecast and cvnlnatc 

long term trends and situations. One elementary step in 

this direction is simply to be better informed: "Today, the 

ability to use and disseminate information in the creation 

of production technologies is concentrated to a small num

ber of mammoth multinational corporations. Developing 

countries must devise independent information _systems· 

and mechanisms, connected to the existing systems, for 

exchanging information on all stages in the production 

and diffusion of technology. Counter-expertise will be 

crucial in bargaining with multinational corporations 

and other owners of technology. " 7 'l'his leads to a policy 

question as to ~hether the capabilities of social and 

economic intelligence and guidance at the national level 

could not be an effective tool for the developing count

ries in determining their future as social formations. 

Some developing countries have already established diffe

rent procedures to exploit more effectively all their re

sources, especially their scientific and technological 

potential. Institutionalized social intelligence, accor-

·ding to stevan Dedijer, focuses on the development of the 

learning function of power and decision centers in all 

key social systems making up a country, i.e. not only the 

state and industrial planning organs. It is the skillful 

management of the two basic resources of the intelligence 

function: policy or practical-oriented information and 
8 selective secrecy. 

9 
Again, in the words of a UN statement: · "11. country \·lithout 

an in~igenous scientific and technological capacity has no 

me~ns of being aware of its own needs, nor of the opportu-
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nities existing in science and technology elsewhere, nor 

of .the suitability of what· is available' for its own needs." 

In institutional terms the systems of production, of R&D 

and of social guidance cannot be completely separated. Each 

business enterprise, each part of the state machinery, each 

R&D institute etc. embodies parts of all three systems or 

functions. But a more coherent social guidance system is 

specific for each and every country. The guiding system at 

the national level reflects past performance in creating 

innovations, and should be able to anticipate problems and 

generate social action, reacting and critically adapting 

to the complex changes . of the rest of the ~1orld. 

Effective social intelligence and guidance in a· developing 

country will require a certain minimum of openness and 

transparency of planning and decision-making, which allows 

for the formulation of alternative goals and permits real 

choices among them. Here, conflicts of interest and ·contra

dictions in the social system should be seen as driving 

forces of development and change. 

TilE DIPLOHATIC OFFENSIVE IN THE UN·. SYSTEH: A LONG, 

ENLIGHTENED 1'1ARCH TO NOIVHERE 

All efforts in the international forums of diplomacy du

ring the last two, officially proclaimed, development de

cades have referred to and underlined the importance of 

res~arch and devel_opment capabilities in the developing 

countries. Still, as we have just seen from the most recent 

R&D statistics, little has been achieved. But let us now 

move from the national level to that of international dip

lomacy, and continue to focus on indigenous R&D capacities 

in the third world as an issue in international delibera-· 

tions. 

Science and technology for developing countries is an old 

issue even on UN agendas. Before 1963 and the Geneva meet

ing of the first UN Conference on Science and Technology 

technical assistance programs, such as those of UNDP and 

other UN agencies, included a large number of policy issues 
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co~cerning the R&D efforts of developing countries. These 

and similar activities were regular and of permanent char

acter, e.g. Unesco programs to support R&D planning and 

policy-making in developing countries. 

In.retrospect and with due reverence for the Geneva confe

rence, which produced thousands of pages on more or less im

portant matters relating to science and technology for de

velopment, 1963 could better be remembered as the first 

year of the UN Committee on the Application of Science and 

Technology to Development (ACAST), reporting to the Econo

mic and Social Council.(ECOSOC). ACAST's largest recommen

dation was published eight years later and was based, part

ly~ on a statement by a group of researchers at Sussex uni

versity under the chairmanship of Hans Singer. The "11orld 

Plan of Action for the Application of Science and Techno

logy to Development", as it was called at the beginning of 

the Second Development Decade, started with the premise 

that "the developing countries must have their o\'m scien

tific and technological capability". 10 This did not imply 

a narrow limitation of R&D policy to decisions related to 

R&D only, but a policy ·concerned \'lith "the reciprocal inter

action between science, technology and the economy." 11 

The "Sussex Manifesto", written by the ACAST expert group, 

was published in 1970, the same year as the UN General As

sembly inaugurated the Second Development Decade. Its prime 

focus was the gap in the distribution of R&D resources, 

characterized by four main elements: 

- the weakness of R&D institutions in the developing 
countries, 

the (mostly negative) impact of R&D in developed 
countries on that of developing countries, 

the problems of access to international R&D by the 
developing countries, and 

·- the obstacles arising from underdevelopment itself 
to the application of new technologies for develop
ment. 

~hese four points, brought into the discussion in diploma

tic circles nearly a decade ago, are still issues of great 

controversy between north and south, \'Then it comes to con-
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crete action. Little has be<?n done to rectify the situa

tio~ characterized above. 

The ACAST work. during the following years elaborated in de

tail on several matte~s related to these points. The natio

nal R&D capacity building was one major component in their 

"package of reform", already defined· in the \"lorld Plan of 

Action. 

For ACAST the building of this national capacity involved 

two major components of a research policy, namely (a) a 

suitable machinery for decision-making, i.e. including 

planning and control of research and development on the 

macro level; and (b) an adequate network of scientific 

and technical services and problem-oriented research and 

development institutes. 

The first com~onent was specified further in.a set of 

"effective arrangements for formul.ating and executing a 

national science and technology policy", varying in am-
12 bitions from country to country. Stress was put on loca-

ting councils at the "highest level of government" in all 

developing countries. The suggested institutional set-ups 

were coupled with. policy arnbi tio.ns, such as targets of the 

R&D effort (e.g. 0.5 % of GNP to R&D by the end of the 

Second Development Decade), and.the identification of va

rious priority areas for national R&D. 

The second component of the suggested national R&D effort 

can be summarized as a domestic base and infrastructure 

for organized innovation. Apart from the network of scien

tific and technological services the Committee proposed an 

effective co-ordination of R&D in the major sectors of 

society, thaf is agricultural, industrial and energy re

search. This presupposed an improvement and expansion of 

the institutions of higher learning, such as universities 

and others of "proper specialization", and--even more im

portantly--effectively working specialized or multipurpose 

R&D institutes, designed to tackle problems of different 

sectors, linked with "information and reference centers 
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in developing countries". 13.Finally, this second component 

included another educational element, which was the train

ing of "subprofessional" personnel engaged in R&D and its 
di£fusion. 

This was--after its confirmation in the form of carefully 

worded resolution texts of the UN General Assembly--an es

sential part of the "package deal" offered by the UN system 

to the planners and politicians of the developing world. It 

was recommended at the beginning of the Second Development 

Decade and repeated, though in other words, many times 

thereafter. Reading UN resolutions in this area of activi

ty reveals the ACAST link in the formulations, especially 

on R&D capacity problems. 

The effects of the ACAST work and of that of a few other 

UN committees and agencies in international action is dif

ficult to evaluate. Even if the concrete efforts generated 

from the UN resolutions are easy to recall, it would be 

fair to say that little specific action has been taken. But 

. the tone of international--and sometimes also national--· 

discussions·was set for many years. The same is true of 

what is regarded as "responsable" and "realistic" frame

works for diplomatic deliberations. Like most negotiated 

documents of the UN system the process was more to estab

lish a minimum platform than to lay the cornerstone of a 

new international scientific-technologiea·l order. However, 

the platform included, as mentioned earlier, the shaping 

and support of developing country efforts to build indige

nous R&D capacities--although this support never really 

emerged. 

These and other policy proposals 111ere inherited by the per

manent ECOSOC Committee on Science and Technology. for De

velopment, to 111hich ACAST \~as to report in the years fol

lowing. The committee's first meeting in 1973 was a stor

my confrontation between the demands of the developing 

countries and responses or countervailing procedural ac

tions by most of the.devcloped countries--a pattern of 

discussion, which was soon to be typical in UN and other 

international settings, 111henever the agenda included very 
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14 
concrete items on R&D for development. 

However, in 1975 at the 7th Special Session o~ the UN Ge-

. neral As~embly the controversies were· kept at a low level 

of intensity and the essential points from the ACAST Plan 

of Action were more or less incorpor-ated, in careful wor

ding, in·a resolution on "development and international 

economic co-operation", containing also the decision to 

organize the UN Conference on Science and Technology for 

Development (UNCSTD) • 

The emphasis on national capacity building in the develop

ing countries remains central to the UNCSTD exercise. IJ?. 

the resolution defining the main objectives of this new· 

conference a special paragraph underlined the efforts to 

"strengthen the technological capacity of developing coun-

tri-es so as to enable them· to apply science and· technology 

to their ~wn development•. 15 The preparation of national 

.papers, says the UNCSTD secretariat, "provides a reason 

and an opportunity for each country to review and recon

sider ·its national performance in the build-up and appli

cation of science and technology for development in the 

context of the local social, political and economic cli
mate. • 16 

As I have indicated, there is--in almost all the UN dis

cussions and resolutions--a continuous accentuation.of 

indigenous or domestic R&D capabilities of the develop

ing ·countries. In a rece_!}t study of the UN conference pol

itics the importance of .a~ indigenous R&D capacity. in the 

development process is seen as an area of emerging consen

sus--often explicit in the resolution texts. 17 

UNCSTD AND INDIGJ::NOUS R&D CAPJ\CI'I'Y: ~1UCII Nl\'l'IONAL. COH~UT
MENT AND LITTLE IN'I'ERNJ\TIONAL l\C'l'ION 

An overview of the national papers to the UNCSTD conference1s· 
leads to other conclusions than those hoped for by the Sec

retariat in 1977, i;e. "reviews in ~epth of each country's 

experience, both favourable and unfavourable•. 19 Instead, 

the national papers of the industrialized \oJorld .in b~th 
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we~t and east seem to be well polished and diplomatically 

worded documents, as high-level products of negotiations 

between government officials and segments of the most im

port~nt interest groups in industry and research. There is 

little, if any, critique, evaluation, or contrasting views 

of the building, functioning and major directions of the 

national R&D system. R&D resources and capabilities are 

mostly described in institutional terms, with some illus

trations through-statistical data on R&D finance and man

power, and very general comments added. 

Only national papers of developing countries have elaborat

ed more systematically on the problems of R&D resources-

in the sense of a critical and forward-looking self-apprai

sal. Nearly all developing countries underline the need for 

strengthening the nati9nal R&D system. 

There are notable exceptions to how far the constructive 

selfcriticism is carried out in the national papers. The 

most openhearted countries are those with a small or 

negligable R&D effort of their own. The national paper of 

Bhutan--a country with little more than one million in

habitants and isolated from the rest of the world until 

the. early 19.6-0..!.s=~presents a vivid historic and factual 

account of its technological dependence. Having no R&D of 

its own,all technical ~quipment is bought from India. 20 

A similarly open appraisal is made in the national report 

of Nepal (with a population of more than twelve million). 

With some 2,400 "high level" science and technology manpow

er and spending in the mid-1970's between one and three 

per cent of the total budget on R&D the report frankly 

states: "The few research institutions that are fairly 

well-equipped with laboratory facilities are mostly enga

ged in research of their own institutional interests and 

often of marginal relevance to the broader needs of the 

country. Thus investments in R&D have become an expendi-

. ture which has not served to boost the national economy. "
21 

True, this is a subject touched upon in other national pa

pers, but seldom so candidly. 
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The Nepal national paper goes on to summarize the many 

deficiencies of the. R&D system that impede the rapid 
. . 22 . 

utilization of knowledge for development. Of these 

the following_should be mentioned: 

Absence of a national science and technology (S&T) 
policy in which priorities are well defined; 

La~k of coordination among various S&T infrastruc
ture organizations in the country; 

- Inadequacy of scientific manpower in all sectors; 

- Inadequate integration of R&D activities with ~he 
national development plan; and 

- Isolation of Nepalese scientists and technologists 
from the active learning and research centres of 
the world. 

If only a smali number' of the national papers had been 

more ambitious and a little more truthful in the descrip

tion and analysis of their R&D systems, the UNCSTD papers 

would have been a major contribution to the diagnosis of 

the state of affairs, so crucial for finding remedies. 

Nearly all national papers, even those from countries 

with the lowest per capita income, spell out the third 

world ambition to "develop.scientific and technological 
I 

capability, to generate, select, adapt, absorb, use, main-

tain and operate technolog¥" (Bangladesh). 23 Indigenous 

capacity is even seen as a goal in itself. To quote a sum

mary statement by the Algerian gove~nment, 24 that the 

country's leaders want to "algerianize scientific research, 

integrate it with economic development and link it with 

the education, plan it and democratize it." 

To make the discussion somewhat more concrete the list of 

national goals and priori ties for R&D are nov1 longer and 

more systematic and specific, compared with the ones pre

sented at the previous UN conference in 1963, and other 

parts of the country's innovative activities--planned and 

non-planned--a~e b~ought into focus. Bangladesh says it 

also wants to "generate capacity for innovation among the 

average ordinary citizens and give them the means to try 

out their ideas and build, self-confidence." 25 
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But the present restraints to new national innovative ac

tivities are often dealt with explicitly in the national 

reports. Even partly industrialized countries like Turkey 

are a'\'Tare of their present position in the techno-industri

al division of labour between north and south. "Technology 

generation in Turkey", the national paper says, 26 "is not 

even at a level that could be mentioned. There are some 

limited efforts, but unfortunately not directed effective-
_ly." 

Also, the interlinks between R&D and other economic and 

social activities seem to be weak, or--to use the diplo

matic: prose of a national paper--"there appears to be a 

large communication gap.between the technologists in Thai

land and those outside this group, including political and 

economic qecision-makers and the general public", 27 and, 

as for some cases in Ghana, "the problem with locally-crea-
28 ted technologies is the lack of entrepreneur response." 

Obviously, on the macro-level, R&D does not seem to be an 

integrated part of nationally functioning innovative sys

tems. But· the basic problems of an indigenous R&D capacity 

remain. Like the -~~dan, which has delivered an ambitious 

and well..structured. national paper, most developing count

ries declare that they ·are making "genuine efforts" to "de

velop the necessary .. capacities" for R&D. 29 But the con-
.:.· . ' 

strainEs are many, "amongst 'I'Thich the following may be 

. mentioned: 

- Shortage of training personnel and expertise; 

High cost and inadequacy of physical facilities; 

- An underdeveloped technological environment; 

- A general preference for the highest levels of educa-
tion, resulting in a slow build-up of important sup
porting middle level cadres." 

To state a general problem for the developing countries in 

just a few classic words: R&D money and manpower. 

Lebanon may well represent the large number of developing 

countries for which a major "problem is that of budgetary 

constraints over the years; ••• / causing an institutional 

insecurity and jeopardizing effective planning. This inse-
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curity within the rc::;c.:~rchcrs' milieu is deeply felt by 

young s.ci~ntists and is being clearly considered at the 

ch~ice of research activity as a career. "
30 

H<?wever, for 

a limited number of developing countries the strengthening 

of an indigenous R&D capacity is not regarded as a matter 

of scarce financial resources. A small R&D effort in a de

veloping country "is not because the country cannot afford 

more, but because there does not exist a capacity to spend 

more money effectively", 31 as the Turkish national paper 

· says. And Jordan adds:· "The absence of national science and 

·technology policies is not so much a reflection of the in-. 

existence of a scientific and technological bn::;e, but of 

the fact that such a base is not adequately organized into 
. 32 . 

an institutional framework." 

Even though other R&D resources are limited and badly or

ganized in most developing countries, the potential R&D 

maripower is increasing in nearly all of them--as we have 

seen from the earlier statistics and in spite of a some

times conspid.ous emigration. Still, the current lack of 

h{ghly qualified manpower s,ems to be a bottle-neck for 

creating a national R&D capacity, even in resource rich 

countries like Iran, at least until the 1979 revolution. 

The shortage of manpO\oler caused qualified Iranians to de

velop other skills, "rather than developing indigenous 

technology", although this is said to have been encouraged 

. in recent years. 33 

As I have tried to show the building-up and streng·thening 

of an indigenous R&D capacity is--at least for a large num-

_ber of developing countries--an important immediate goal; 

maybe more significant than a better position in the inter

national trade with technology. As Tanzania sq lucidly 

states: 34 

"The only contribution Tanzania is expecting from the 
1979 UNCSTD in Vienna lies in her hope that the UNCSTD 
will also facilitate the development of the necessary 
political will at both the regional (Africnn) and glo-
bal lev~ls which will enable the international co~nuni-
ty to cooperate \·lith Tunzania in the estnblishment, and 
strengthening of her science and technology institutions 
and in the areas of research and the development of scien-



tific and technological manpower, in general, through 
.the mobilization of more resources from the internatio
nal community." 

At the regional level the picture is a little different, 

judging from reports of formal and informal expert meetings, 

designed for UNCSTD preparations and policy advice. I have 

revie~1ed less than ten such regional and sub-regional meet-. 

ings.· In general, speci~l emphasis is placed on the build

ing and developi~g of the national R&D capacity, as a pre

condition for change. This theme is put-forward systemati

cally in one regional report, that of the Arusha meeting 

in 1978 on "African Goals and Aspirations in UNCSTD". 35 

The repo~t of the meeting stresses all aspects of the 

national R&D capacity building, especially in Africa, 

where research activities "are inadequate to cover all 

the continent's needs." 36 The recommendations are many 

and detailed. For UNCSTD the Arusha meeting expressed 

strong hopes for a new framework qf international scien

tific and technical co-operation, implying the establish-. . 
ment of a New International Science and Technology Order 

(NISTO) as an integrated part of a New-International Eco

nomic Ord~r (lHEO) . Tl1is new framework, say the African 

participants, 37 should include: 

- Increased financial resources from research-funding 
bodies in developed countries to research institu
tions in the developing countries with "no strings 
attached"; 

- Respect for the autonomy of each de'!'eloping nation 
in determining its research priorities and conse
quently a decisive change in the present system, 
which is to a large extent characterized by exter
nally oriented research planning and funding; and 

- Increased efforts on science and technology capacit~ 
-building at the national and, ~1here feasable, at the 

regional levels; ••. / which represent the weak links 
for effective international cooperation as well as 
for the utilization of science and technology for 
development. 

This and similar regional conferences are not the sole 

meeting places for support of national R&D efforts. Paral

·lel to the pre--UNCSTD activities ,is the emerging technical 

cooperation among the developing count~ies (TCDC) , or--

as it is phrased in the latest.document of the kind (the 
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"Buenos Aires Plan of Action" from September 1978)--"the 

collective self-reliance among developing countries through 

exchanges of experience, the pooling, sharing. and utiliza

tion of their technical resources, and the development of· 

their complementary· capacities". 38 This· plan of action,. 

which puts a great emphasis also on national R&D ~apacities, 

is the result of many years of promotion of a "wider and 

more effective cooperation among developing countries", 

for which TCDC is an important instrument.
39 

Since about 

1974, both inside and outside the UN framework, discus

sions have brought the issue to a new and more concrete 

common platform of the third world·nations. The Buenos Air

es Plan was--in parts-~inspired by the 1977 Kuwait Declara

tion on TCDC,· an expert meeting following four regional 

intergovernmental meetings on the subject. For many reasons, 

it is not likely that the Plan soon will be put into ef

fective international action. Its future is related with 

an eventual success of the same diplomatic offensive that 

brought about the NIEO. 

The choice of national development strategy is no\.,r even 

more crucia~ than before the launching of the idea of a 

NIEO. With only a little s~ccesi in the ongoing delibera-

tions between north and south the developing countries vrill 

find themselves in a ne_w dilemma, Some. developing countries 

will probably accept the suggestions and pressures from 

the north of an integration of their economies into a 

slightly modified capitalist world economy. This is a stra

tegy already a~plied, in part, by those dev~loping coun

tries following the path of an export-generated grmrth (e.g~ 

Brazil, with sub-imperialist ambitions; and South Korea, 

with its sub-contracting industries). 

Other developing countries, and these may be fewer in the 

years to come, will concentrate their ambitions more on 

the build-up, renovation and transformation of their eco

nomies~ This will imply a selective de-linking from the 

world market and, for some groups of countries, a much 

more intense regional economic cooperation and.regulation. 

Here, a strategy for technological and scientific develop-
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ment, in harmony with national and local goals and ambi

tions, is crucial for achieving greater autonomy and increa

. sing the capabilities for self-directed economic and social 
development. 

l{hy this re-structuring of third world mutual strategies 

towards the industrialized countries? 

THE RISE AND FALL IN THE BARGJ\INING POSITION OF THE 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Until recently the de~eloping countries had--as a group--

a relatively fav~able position in the international dip-. 

lomatic arenas. Three factors marked the relatively strong 

bargaining position of the deve~oping countries in the 

early part of the 1970's. First and foremostwere the OPEC 

price increases and other regulations of crude oil supply. 

The second factor was subsequent demonstrations of bargain

ing power by rav1 material producers, including OPEC's sup

port of cartels of similar nature. The third factor that 

temporarily changed the position of developing countries 

to the better, was the boom in internationa~ markets for 

raw materials and agricultural products leading to, e.g., 

· better prices o f important products from developing count-
. 40 

r~es. 

These three factors (and a few others) were power-genera

ting conditions for the potential success of the diploma

tic offensive, calling for a New International Economic Or

der at UN .and other international agencies. Of course, the 

long term ambitions varied among the developing countries, 

put many of the short term goals were shared and put for

ward jointly by the Group of 77. 

The short term goals were, in the field of science.and 

technology, several major proposals and concrete demands 

known from earlier deliberations, e.g. a "code of conduct" 

in transfer of technology. This general diplomatic offen

sive, 'as we now see it in retrospect, culminated as early 

as at the 7th Special Session of the UN General 1\ssembly 

in l~:l?S. From then on, during the past three years, we can 
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follow "a progressive deterioration in the position and 

bargaining power of the developing countries", as Geoffrey 
41 

Barraclough recently observed. 

Hence,. the general confrontation between north and south 

on the international scene faded before it really started. 

~he Paris talks in 1976 never reached the stage of serious 

collective negotiations even though a special agency for a 

"cpnstructive dialcgue"--the Conference on International 

Economic Co-operation--was designed and proclaimed as a per

manent negotiating body on matters raised in 1974 and 1975, 

summarized in the black box of the NIEO. The Group of 77 

was, as a group, talked into and out of marginal .changes 

in commodity price setting etc., while its temporary power 

base eroded--the world market a~d the capitalist world eco

nomy ran into difficulties of another nature. 

Differing national ambitions and goals (used and promoted 

in the talks by the northern countries) and the fragmenta

tion of the many issues of the N!EO (also stimulated by 

the north) broke up another tactical diplomatic resource 

of the deve).oping countries. Algeria, to mention one exam

ple, found itself in this process to be on a,different ge

neral course from, e.g., Saudi Arabia. This is true for 

specific matters and, e.ven more clearly, in the general 

conflict between, on the one hand, tactics of temporary 

and short term concessions ~li thou t a precise corruuon program 

and, on the other hand, long term structural changes of 

some essential disproportions of the capitalist world eco

·nomy·. 

~he Paris talks--seen as an important example of the poli

cy of a "package" confrontation between developing and 

developed countries--have now more or less been replaced 

by direct bargaining on specific issues between capitalist 

powers and individual or groups of developing countries. 

Mexico, as an example of a more resource rich developing 

country, soon discovered that more was to be gained in di

rect negotiations ~ith an industrialized c6untry or with a 

specific multinational company of the west. It is, at this 
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ti~e, too early to call this shift of bargaining strategy 

of some relatively more industrialized developing countries 

(including India, Argentina, Brazil) a general shift of 

emphas~s a~d, even, ·ambitions among the.Group of 77. r~~' 
stead of seeing this country-by-country and commodity-by

commodity bargain~ng as a typical phenomenon of today's 

north-south relationships, it could also be understood as 

a change only in the present tactics of collective bargain

ing, following w~th more pragmatic, politically realistic 

and economically feasable choices of issues used for ~ol

lective negotiations on international diplomatic arenas, 

especially within the UN system and for changes of the UN 

system. But it is clear that it can easily undermine a cru

cial asset of the third world, the minimal political unity. 

To proceed through collective bargaining on strategic issues 

has so far proved to be--in most cases--a necessary precon

.dition for operational success in case-by-case negotiations 

by individual countries. 

Among.the many reasons behind the recent shift are changes 

inside the capitalist leadership, following the relative 

boom of some western European economics and that of Jupun. 

One illustration only is the quantitative changes in in

dustrial R&D within the OECD urca. 42 

As we have seen earl_ier, the US share of the non-socialist 

world's R&D expenditures-has decreased, and the sume is 

true for industrial R&D of the US. After an expansion of 

"industrial R&D in the 1950's and most of the 1960's, US 

industrial R&D (measured in constant dollars) has declined • 

. Relatively, US industrial R&D still (in 1975) represents 

about half of the industrial R&D in the OECD area, b~t the 

share has diminished continuously. 

Industriul R&D in the United Kingdom has, also, deteriora

ted (in constant prices) between 1967 and 1975, ~lhile--in 

the same per.iod--Japan and the Federal Republic of Germany 

have increased their industrial R&D. The relative share of 

these two latter countries is still gro\o\•ing significu.ntly. 
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Three important centers of industrial R&D arc cpnsolidated 

within "the capitalist world economy (not to mention the 

fourth center of the world I i.e. the USSR) . rv/0 of them-

that of ~restern Europe (with Federnl Germany and France 

in the lead) and that of Japan--are still growing in ~bso

lute and.relative terms. The other one (USA) is declining 

in both absolute and relative terms. And, to summarize, 

the concentration to the five biggest industrial R&D pow

ers of the capit~list world remains: USA, Japan, Germany, 

France and the ~K performed (in 1975) 88 per cent of the 

. QECD total. The eleven biggest industrial pm-rers of the 

west had 97 per cent of industrial.R&D. 

This concentration is fortified by a further concentra

tion within the major national economies to large corpo

rations and to a number·of expansive industrial branches. 

The pattern described her·e can also be illusfrated by 

other R&D statistics, e.g. on patents and the distribu

tion of licenses. 

Hence, industrial R&D resources seem to be in firm con

trol by the center powers, but still, as has been noted 

b 
. 43 . 

y Barraclough, "the rivalry and competition between 

Western Europe, North Americn, and Jnpan, which have 

become so marked a feature to their relntions today, 

create opportuni tics f·or developing countries to improve 

their standing by bargaining with one or other of the 

industrial nations." But, to return to the main theme 

of this chapter, and to quote a recent policy statement. 44 

"The new international economic order can only be 
successful in the long run if it brings nbout a 
real chnnge in the present internationnl division 
of labor, including a global and regional redistri
bution of the resources to research and development. 
~--/And o,nly a national awareness that includes a 
widespread understanding, active participation, and 
critical support can lead to a science and technology 
for all the people. It must be integrated with natio
nal programs and clearly defined goals." 
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